
IMF warns cutting 
spending too soon 
could derail recovery
WASHINGTON: As governments rushed out fund-
ing to prevent an economic collapse amid the coro-
navirus pandemic, global public debt swelled to the
highest in history, but the IMF warned Friday that
cutting back too soon could undermine the recov-
ery. Continuing to provide the support as the eco-
nomic slowdown drags on will be “paramount,” the
International Monetary Fund’s fiscal policy chief
Vitor Gaspar told AFP in an interview.

“The risk of premature withdrawal of fiscal sup-
port is the dominant risk,” even more than rising
debt levels, Gaspar said, noting that the economic
recovery from the global financial crisis was slowed
by that misstep. As the health crisis spread and busi-
nesses were shuttered worldwide to contain the
spread of COVID-19, governments provided “a
massive fiscal response” of close to $11 trillion in just
a few months to help support households and pre-
vent bankruptcies, a “stronger and faster” response
than in 2008-2010. As a result, even amid record
low interest rates, the debt figures are staggering.

Global public debt will reach “its highest level-as
a percentage of GDP-ever recorded in history,” at
over 100 percent of global GDP, Gaspar said.

Deficits in advanced economies are projected to
be five times higher than pre-pandemic estimates
for 2020. The Washington-based crisis lender,
which historically has always advocated for govern-
ments to restrain spending, is in the unusual posi-
tion of urging authorities to flood their countries
with cash while also sounding the warning about
pitfalls ahead, especially if there is a renewed spike
in virus cases. With over 12 million cases worldwide
and 555,000 deaths, “priority number one” is the
health crisis and policies to contain the spread of
COVID-19 so that life and the economy can return
to normal, Gaspar said.

And as economic activity rebounds, government
debt levels should stabilize and begin to fall starting
in 2021, he said. In the wake of the 2008 global
financial crisis, many governments shut down their
stimulus programs at the first sign their economies
had stabilized, which led to a slower, more sluggish
recovery. Now, government spending “will need to
remain supportive and flexible until a safe and
durable exit from the crisis is secured,” —AFP

Without bailout, 
is Lebanon 
heading for ‘hell’? 
BEIRUT: Talks between crisis-hit Lebanon and the
International Monetary Fund are deadlocked, and
leaders reluctant to enact reforms. Without a vital
multi-billion-dollar bailout, is Lebanon headed for
“hell”? For months, the Mediterranean country has
grappled with its worst economic crisis since the
1975-1990 civil war.

Tens of thousands have lost their jobs or part
of their salaries, while a crippling dollar short-
age has sparked rapid inflation. After the coun-
try for the first time defaulted in March, the
government pledged reforms and two months
ago started talks with the IMF towards unlock-
ing billions of dollars in aid.

But 17 meetings later, the negotiations are
stalling.  “The IMF has left the negotiating table
and talks have stopped,” said a member of the
Lebanese negotiating team, asking to remain
anonymous. Another Lebanese source familiar with
the negotiations said IMF representatives have “not
sensed serious commitment from the Lebanese del-
egation” towards reform.

“Every faction is vying for its own personal
interests while the country burns,” they said. Talks
were held Friday to discuss reforms in the elec-
tricity sector, the finance ministry said, but not
financial aid.

Deadlock is common in multi-confessional
Lebanon, where politicians have for decades been
accused of cronyism, conflict of interest and cor-
ruption. As Lebanon seeks help from the IMF,

arguments are mounting over the scale of total
financial losses for the state, central bank and
commercial banks.

The government estimated losses at around 241
trillion Lebanese pounds, which amounts to around
$69 billion at an exchange rate of 3,500 pounds to
the greenback. But a parliamentary committee
quoted much lower figures using the old currency
peg of 1,507 pounds to the dollar. The IMF consid-
ers the government’s figures to be more likely. The
discrepancy in the figures shows the great power
and influence of a “lobby ready to see Lebanon
burn rather than expose what they did to it”, the
Lebanese negotiator said.

‘Help us help you’ 
Since October, the deepening turmoil has

sparked mass protests demanding the wholesale
removal of a political class seen as incompetent and
corrupt. The crisis has shot poverty up to almost 50
percent. The Lebanese pound in early July peaked
at more than 9,000 to the greenback on the black
market.

With price soaring, many can longer afford to
buy diapers, or fill their fridge. Four Lebanese killed
themselves last week, apparently due to the eco-
nomic downturn. In March, the government pledged
reforms long demanded by donors, including budg-
et cuts, tax hikes and electricity sector reform, but
little has come through. A Western source told AFP
a meeting last week “went very badly”, ending with
IMF negotiators urging Lebanon’s representatives
“to stop taking them for a ride”.

Two key members of Lebanon’s team resigned
last month, accusing the government of lacking
commitment to reform. On Friday, UN rights chief
Michelle Bachelet sounded the alarm.

“This situation is fast spiraling out of control,
with many already destitute and facing starvation as

a direct result of this crisis,” she said. Two days ear-
lier, French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian
said he was “very worried”. “Help us help you,
dammit,” he urged.

Analyst Nasser Yassin said the ruling class
lacked political will. “To guarantee they won’t lose
everything, they would rather the country remain on
the cusp of collapsing than initiate serious reforms,”
he said. Such changes, he said, “would strip them of
essential tools they use to impose authority and
control over the state, the economy, and society”.

‘Officials in denial’ 
Among the IMF’s demands are that Lebanon audit

its central bank, and issue official capital controls to
replace informal withdrawal and transfer caps
imposed by the banks since the autumn. It has also
requested the country float its currency so Lebanese
can follow a single exchange rate. To further compli-
cate matters, the IMF talks come as tensions rise
between the United States and Hezbollah, the Iran-
backed Shiite movement that is a key political player
in Lebanon but that Washington has listed as “terror-
ist”. The Western source said: “I don’t see any alter-
native to assistance from the IMF.” “The country is
collapsing, and so is the Lebanese pound, while offi-
cials are in denial.” Lebanon’s government says it
needs $20 billion in external funding, which includes
$11 billion pledged by donors in 2018. But without an
IMF rescue, donors are unlikely to pump money into
Lebanon, the Western source said.

“An IMF agreement will help correct Lebanon’s
reputation,” he advised. The Lebanese source
agreed an IMF rescue would help Lebanon avoid
the worst. “With a skyrocketing exchange rate
that could reach 25,000 to 50,000 Lebanese
pounds to the dollar and inflation increasing by
the day, Lebanon, without the IMF, will plunge
into hell,” he said. —AFP
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DUBAI: After a painful four-month tourism
shutdown that ended this week, Dubai is bet-
ting pent-up demand will see the industry
quickly bounce back, billing itself as a safe des-
tination with the resources to ward off coron-
avirus. The emirate, which had 16.7 million visi-
tors last year, opened its doors to tourists
despite global travel restrictions and the onset
of the scorching Gulf summer in the hopes the
sector will reboot before high season begins in
the last quarter of 2020.

Embarking from Emirates flights, where cabin
crew work in gowns and face shields, the first
visitors arrived on
Tuesday to be greeted
by temperature checks
and nasal swabs, in a
city better known for
skyscrapers, luxury
resorts and over-the-
top attractions.

Tourism chief Helal
Al-Marri said that peo-
ple may still be reluctant
to travel right now, but
that data shows they are already looking at desti-
nations and preparing to come out of their shells.

“When you look at the indicators, and who is
trying to buy travel... 10 weeks ago, six weeks
ago and today look extremely different,” he told
AFP in an interview. “People were worried (but)
people today are really searching heavily for
their next holiday and that is a very positive sign
and I see a very strong comeback.”

The crisis crushed Dubai’s goal to push
arrivals to 20 million this year and forced flag

carrier Emirates, the largest airline in the Middle
East, to cut its sprawling network and lay off an
undisclosed number of staff. But Al-Marri, direc-
tor-general of Dubai’s Department of Tourism
and Commerce Marketing, said that unlike the
gloom after the 2008 global financial crisis, the
downturn is a one-off “shock event”.

“Once we do get to the other side, as we
start to talk about next year and later on, we
see very much a quick uptick. Because once
things normalize people will go back to travel
again,” he said.

New wish lists 
The reopening comes

as the United Arab
Emirates, made up of sev-
en sheikhdoms, including
Dubai, battles stubbornly
high coronavirus infec-
tion rates that have
climbed to more than
53,500 with 328 deaths.
And as swathes of the
world emerge from lock-

down, for many travellers their holiday wish lists
have shifted from free breakfasts and room
upgrades to more pressing issues like hotel sani-
tation and hospital capacity. With its advanced
medical facilities and infrastructure, Dubai is bet-
ting it will be an attractive option for tourists.
“The first thing I’m thinking is-how is the health
care system, do they have it under control? Do I
trust the government there?” Al-Marri said. 

“Yes they expect the airline to have precau-
tionary measures, they expect it at the airport.

But are they going to a city where everything
from the taxi, to the restaurant, to the mall, to
the beach has these measures in place? They’re
looking at that.” Tourists arriving in Dubai are
required to present a negative test result taken
within four days of the flight. If not, they can
take the test on arrival, but must self-isolate
until they receive the all-clear. While social dis-

tancing and face masks are widely enforced,
many restaurants and attractions have reopened
with business as usual, even if wait staff wear
protective gear and menus have been replaced
with QR codes. “When it comes to Dubai, I
think it’s really great to see the fun returning to
the city. As you’ve seen, everything’s opened
up,” Al-Marri said. —AFP

Dubai counts on pent-up tourism demand 

Emirates airline 
to cut up to 
9,000 jobs
DUBAI:  Emirates airline has cut a tenth of its work-
force during the novel coronavirus pandemic in lay-
offs that could rise to 15 percent, or 9,000 jobs, its
president said, according to a report yesterday. The
Middle East’s largest carrier, which operates a fleet
of 270 wide-bodied aircraft, halted operations in late
March as part of global shutdowns to stem the
spread of the virus. 

It resumed two weeks later on a limited network
and plans to fly to 58 cities by mid-August, down
from about 157 before the crisis. However, its presi-
dent Tim Clark has said previously that it could take
up to four years for operations to return to “some
degree of normality”, and the airline has been staging
rounds of layoffs, as recently as last week, without
disclosing numbers.

Before the crisis hit, Emirates employed some
60,000 staff, including 4,300 pilots and nearly
22,000 cabin crew, according to its annual report.
Clark said in an interview with the BBC that the airline
had already cut a tenth of its staff and that Emirates
“will probably have to let go of a few more, probably
up to 15 percent”. A company spokeswoman told AFP
the airline had nothing to add to the report.

The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) has said that airlines are in line to make a

combined net loss of more than $84 billion this year
in the wake of the pandemic crisis, the biggest in the
industry’s history. Clark said in the interview that
Emirates was “not as badly off as others” but that

the crisis hit just as it was “heading for one of our
best years ever”. The Dubai-based airline had
reported a bumper 21 percent rise in annual profits
in March. —AFP

Vitor Gaspar, Director of the International Monetary
Fund’s Fiscal Affairs Department, speaks during a
Fiscal Monitor briefing at the IMF/World Bank spring
meetings Washington, DC. —AFP

Crisis crushes
Dubai’s goal to
push arrivals to

20m this year

Tourism industry eyes rebound as a painful four-month shutdown ends

In this file photo, medical equipment and coronavirus testing kits provided by the World Health
Organization are pictured passing by an Emirates airlines Airbus A380-861 at the Al-Maktoum
International airport in Dubai. —AFP

DUBAI: An aerial view of the Sheikh Rashid salik (toll road) as it passes by the Dubai Golf Academy Golf
Course in the Gulf emirate, during a government-organized helicopter tour. —AFP


